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We examine a nonlinear differential game of the encounter of a conflict-cont- 
rolled phase point with a given set. We prove sufficient conditions for the suc- 

cessful termination of the game in the class of mixed strategies, These conditions 
are based on the extremal construction introduced in [l] and modified here to 

conform to the question being discussed. 

2. Strtamsnt of the problem, Let the motion of a controlled system be 
described by the differential equation 

2’ -= f I:, 2, u, 0) (1.1) 

Here z is the system’s n-dimensional phase vector; u and v are r-dimensional con- 

trol vectors of the first and second players. respectively, and constrained by the conditions 
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u E P, v E Q, where P and Q are closed bounded sets. The vector-valued func- 
tion / (t, 2, u, v) is continuous in all arguments,satisfiesthe Lipschitz condition in x 
in every bounded region, and satisfies the following ~ntin~bili~ condition of the solu- 

tions of (1.1): 

(h is a constant, I! p /I is the Euclidean norm of vector p). A closed set ikf is given 

in the space {z} . The initial position ft,, x0} is fixed. 

The first player’s mixed strategies u , the second player’s trivial strategy V, , and 

the motion x [t] = x ft, to, cc,, u, VT1 of system(l.l) generated by them from the 

position (t,, z,} are defined in accordance with EZ]. The encounter game problem 

to be examined is formulated in the following manner. 

Problem 1.1. Find the strategy U” for the position {to, 2s) which at some 
instant 6 > t, ensures the fulfillment of the condition x [8] E M for every motion 

J; ftl = 5 If, t,, 50, U”, VTl. 

2, The program problem, Let {rj(du, dv)) be the set of all regular Bore1 

measures sl (du, dv) normed on P x Q and let {qt (du, dv), [t*, @I) be theset 
of all functions qt (du, dvf defined on some time interval ft,, 61 , with values in 

” 

frl (du, dv) Iand satisfying the condition that as g (u, v) qt (du, dv), is a measurable 

function on it,, 61 for any g (u, v) E Cl;; X Q), where C (P X Q) is the space 
of real continuous functions defined on P X Q and having the norm f\ g \\=~up{ 1 g (u, 
u) It b, v) E P x Q}. 

By the symbol L, ([t,, ti], C (P x Q)) we denote a Lebesgue space p] of functions 

h (t, u, v) defined and integrable on I&,., Sl , with values in C (P x Q) and having 
the norm 8 

and by the symbol L,* ([t,, 61, C (P x Q)) , the space adjoint to Ll (Et,, 91, 
C (P x Q)). w e a g ree to treat the functions Q fdu, dv) [33 as elements (q, h} 
of the space L,* (It,, 171, C (P X Q)) of the form 

A 

According to [3] the set {qt (dn, dv), It,, S]} is compact in the w-,weak topology 

of the space L,* ([t*, 61, C (P X Q)). Moreover, (qt (du, dv), [t,, Sl} is con- 
vex. The functions ql (du, dv) are called program controls, The program motions 

x (tl) = II: (t, t,, z*, yt) (& 61 t Q @) generated by the program controls ‘nt (du, 
da) from position {t*, 5, } are defined as the solutions of the equation 

Further, let {p (du) } and {V (dv)) be sets of all regular Bore1 measures p (du) and 

v (dv), normed on P and Q ,respectively,and let {pt (du), [t,, Sj} and (~1 (dv), 
[t,, +I> be sets of functions pLt (du) and V* (dv) defined on It,, Sl , with values in 

{p (&)} and (Y (dv)} and such that the functions 
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s g’ (u> PI Vu)9 s g” (a vt W) 

are measurable on it,, @i for any g’ (u) EoC (P) and g” (8) E C (Q). 
We form all possible functions pt f&z) vt (dv) with & f&z) E {pt (da), [t,, bj) 

and Vt (dv)E (it (dv), It,, 4.1). The functions pf (du) vt (dv) also are program con- 
trols since they are defined on [t*, 61 with values in {rl (du, dz)} and, according 

to [4]. the function sl g (u, V) pt (du) Ye (cdv) is measurable on it*, fi] for g (u, 
v) E c (P x Q)). IJO 

A program {Q (du, dv), it,, Sl}, is any XC- weakly closed set of program cont- 
rols ql (du, &I), satisfying the conditions :(I) the program {qt (du, dv), it,, @I}, 
contains at least one program control f~ t* (daj vt* (&J);(Z) if the program {qt (du, 
&I), [t,, S]}, contains the control &* (du) vt* (dv), it contains also all the controls 

pt (du) vt* (do) for j.~r (du)E: {pt (du), [t,, $%I>. By virtue of the *-weak compact- 
ness of the set (Q (du, dv), It,, 61) the program {Q (du, dv), It,, *I}, also is a 

*-weakly compact set, 

We formulate the following program problem. 

Problem 2.1. Given the position it*, Xt > and the number 6 > t,. Find the 
optimal program control qt” (dU, dU) satisfying the condition 

(p (2, M) is the Euclidean distance from the point 2 to set Nl) 

The existence of a solution of Problem 2.1 follows from the properties of program 
motions p], the +-weak compactness of the programs, and the results in Cl]. The mo- 
tion 4 (t) = zG (t, t,, x,, tjt’) (t* 6 t < 6,) generated by the optimal program 
control 9r” (dr& &) is called the optimal program motion. The program {vi (du, dv), 

It,, til}, giving the maximum in (2.2) and, obviously, containing the control qto (du, 

&I), is denoted by (tit (dr.6 dv), it,, 61, z*C)~O and is called the optimal program, 
while the *-weakly closed union of all optimal programs (qt (du, dv), [t,, 91, s*}~‘O 

is denoted by {Q (du, dv), It,, 91, s+}~‘~ and is called the maximal optimal prog- 
ram. 

a, Regularity condltfom, We select a position (t*, CC*), t, < t, ( 6, 
and a number ‘c, t, < z < 6. We form the set {pv*) of measures PY*, where Y* 
is some measure from {V }, and p ranges over the whole set {p}. We consider the 

auxiliary motions CC* (t) = X* (t, it,, z*, pv*) (t+ < t < z), described by the 
equation 

r*‘(t) = j% f( t,, cc*, u, v) p (du) v* (dv), z* @*) = 2* (3.1) 

The final values z* (%) of motions 13.1) make up a set X (T, {t*, x*), (py*)) 
which, by the properties of set (pv* }, is closed, bounded, and convex. 

We denote the right-hand side of (2.2) by the symbol ea (t*, xq, 6,) . Let the posi- 

tion {t*, s*} be such that eo(t,, x*, 6) > 0. We select some point Z* cz X. For 
this point we construct [l] a set Y (cc*) of all points x E X for each of which we can 
find at least one program control tit from {qt, [%, Sl, z*},~“~, i.e. the maximal prog- 
ram for the position {z, X* > t such that the corresponding program motion IC (t) = 
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2 (t, Z, XT IJ~) (t < t < 6) (2.1) satisfies the condition 

p (X (fi), fil) < a0 (t*, G-7 6) + cp (z - 1,) * (r - t*> 

lim v (r - t*) = 0 as z -+ t* 

We denote the closed convex hull of set Y (x*) by the symbol Y* (z*) . We for- 
mulate the following regularity condition for the game. 

Condition 3.1. We say that the game is regular for some value of 6 > t, if 

for some sufficiently small number p > 0 for any position (t*, x.+}, t,, 6 t, ( 6, 

for eo (t*, X*, 6) E (0, p), for any set {PV*} and for any point Z*E X (z, {t*, 
x*}, {py*}), t, < r < 6, we can find, for every point z** e Y* (x*) a control 
Vi E {qt, [.t, $31, x*},O” such that the condition 

p (z (I?), M) < a, (t,, 5*, 6) + cp* CT - t*) * (r - t*) 

lim cp* (Z - t*) = 0 as Z--t t, 

is fulfilled uniformly in z* E X (z, {t*, 5, }, { pv* }) for the corresponding pro- 

gram motion IC (t) = 5 (t, 7, 2**, rjt) (T < t < S) (i.1). 

By the symbol Ymin (s*) we denote the set of points 4 E X for which the rela- 
tion 

min p(x(6, f, x0, Q), M) = min min P(X(67 z, 5, rlt), M) 
ritEi*&; XzX ?tE{nt }; 

is fulfilled. where the minimum is taken over all controls qt E {yt, [z, S], z* }X”. 

Let YInin* (z*) be the closed convex hull of the set Ymin (x*). We formulate another 

regularity condition for the game. 
Condition 3.2. We say that the game is regular for certain value of 6 > to if 

for some sufficiently small number p > 0, for any position {t*, 2*}, t, .< 1, < 6, 

for a&t,, x*, 6) E (0, B), f or any set {PV*} , and for any point 9” E X(t, {t*, 

z*}, {pv*}), t, ( T ( f3 the condition 

r (Girl (x*)9 Ymin (J*)) d (P* (r - t*) *(r - t*) 
lim Q+(T - t*) = 0 as x -+ t* 

is fulfilled uniformly in X* E X(_C, {t%, x*}, {py* 1) and if the programs {qt, [.t, 

61, ~*),O" are a-weakly continuous in x* for aO(rC, x*, tip) E (0, b). Here y(Y&, 
(s*), Ymin (x*) is the Hausdorff distance between Ytiin(Z*) and Ymin(Z*). 

4, The Bet IV, of program abtotption. We consider the set W(e), E > 

0 of positions {t, 2) satisfying the condition Eo(t, 5, 6) Xc e, t, < t < 6. 
The set Vi (E) is closed by virtue of the continuity of the function ao(t, 5, 6) with 
respect to position {t, 5) ( see [I]). Furthermore, under Condition3.1 or 3.2 and the 
condition E E [O, 8) the set W (8) possesses the property of strong u-stability 12, 51. 
This property is stated as follows. A certain set w in a region to < t < 6 of space 
{t, z} is said to be strongly E-stable if whatever be the position {t*, x*} E W, t, f 
t, < 6 , and the number 1* 6~ (t*, S], for any measure v E {v} we can find a 

motion &I = z[t, t,, r*, vj (t, < t < t*) for which the inclusion{t%[t* 1 )E w 
is fulfilled. Here z[tl = s[t, t*, x* ,v] is an absolutely continuous function satisfying 
the initial condition sit,] = Z* and, for almost all t, < t < t*, the contingent 

equation [6] 
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cY:‘[tl E F (t, &I; v) (4.1) 

where P (8, s; Y) is the convex hull of all vectors f,, of the form 

ftl = s f (t, x,11, v) v (dv), u E P. 
0 

The property of strong Z-stability of set W (a) for E ES (0, p) follows from lemmas 
stated below. 

Lemma 4,l. Let the game be regular in the sense of Condition 3. X for a selected 

value of 6 > to. Then whatever be the value of a E (0, p), the position {t*, 5%) 
for which E,,(&, z*, Ip) = E, t, < t* < 6, and the set {pv*), for any number 
GL > 0 we can find a number 6 > 0, t, + 6 < 6 such that for arbitrary z* E (t*, 
t, f 61 there exists at least one measure p*v* e {pv*) which guarantees a mo- 

tion 2*(t) = z*(t, t,, cc*, pan*) (t* < t < ‘$) (3.1) satisfying the condition 

{r*,x*(r*)} E w (a + li,a (r* - t*)) (4.2) 

Proof. Assume that the lemma is incorrect. Then there exist a number E E (0, fi), 
a position $S,, z*) for which FO (t*, x*, @) = a, to < t, < 6, and a set (pv*} 

such that we can find a number cx. > CI for which there exists, for any number 8 > 0, 

t*+8d6 * r* E jt*, r* + 61 such that all motions r* (t) = z* (t, t,, CC.+, kv*) 
(t*Q t < T*) (3.1) satisfy the condition 

{‘C* , x* (‘%c)) e @’ @ + ‘ha (% - b)) (4.3) 

Consider the mapping X* -+ Y*(P). Under assumption (4.3) no element z* E X what- 

soever can be contained in its own image I * (5’) for the given z, E (t,, t*+ 61. Let 
us choose 6 > 0 from the relation sup {cp* (4, t E (0, S]$ < ‘/,a, wnere cp* is the func- 
tion occurring in Condition 3.1. We now assume to the contrary that some element x* 
is contained in its own image Y’ (x’) for the indicated z, E (t*, t, + S,]. Then by 

Condition 3.1 we can find a control qf E &t, [r,, @I, x*},~~ which guarantees the mo- 

tion 5 (t) == 5 (t, r,, I*, ut) (z. < t d 6) (2.1) satisfying the relation p (I (6), M) d 
e + cp’ (.t. - t*)* (rr - t.1. By the choice of 6 and T* the relation p (z (6), M) < a + 

I/, a’@, - t,) is valid for this same motion, which signifies the fulfillment of inclusion 

(4, &but this contradicts (4.3). Hence it follows that no element z* E L can be con- 
tained in its own image Y* (s*). But the mapping Z* - Y’ (r*) satisfies (see Cl]) all 

the hypotheses of the theorem from IJ] and, consequently, has at least one fixed point, 
i.e. there exists an element 9 E X satisfying the inclusion Z* E Y* (x*), However, as 

shown above, this inclusion is not possible. The contradiction obtained proves the lemma. 

The next lemma relying on Condition 3.2 is proved analogously. 
Lemma 4.2. Let the game be regular in the sense of Condition 3.2 for the chosen 

value of 6 > to . Then, whatever be the value of E: E (0, h), the position {t*., 5*) 
for which ~(t,, 5, 6) = a, ts < t, < 6, and the set (p.v* ), for any number a > 0 

we can find a number 6 > 0, t, -j- 6 < 6 , such that for arbitrary r* e (t*, t, +6{ 
there exists at least one measure p, * v * E {pi* ) which generates a motion s*(t) = 

s*(t, t*, z*, p*v*) (& < t < r*) (3.1) satisfying condition (4.2). 
Let us specify the motions z@) it] = da) [t, t,, z*, VI (t* < t < t*) as absolut- 

ely continuous functions satisfying the initial condition ti”) It,] = z* ano, for almost 
all t, < t < t* , the contingent equation 
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5’ (=I [t] E Fyt, 29) [t]; Y) (4.4) 

where F@) (t, s; Y) is the Euclidean @neighborhood (a > 0) of the set 8’ (t, s; Y) 

(4. If. 
Lemma 4.3. Let the game be regular in the sense of Condition 3.1 or 3.2 for the 

chosen value of 99 > t, . Then, whatever be the value of E E (0, fi), the position 
(t*, S*) for which eO(tQ, z*, 6) = a, &, < t, < 6, and the number a > I), for 
any measure v* E fv } and any t* e (t*, 6 f we can find a motion dat It] =: 

99) It, t, , z* , Y*] (t* < t < t*) (4.4), satisfying the condition 

{t*, da) ft*J} fz% W (E + a (t* - t&) (4.5) 

Proof. Let Z;L” denote the greatest lower bound of the set of values of T, E (t,, @J 
for each of which the condition 

it* xt2’“’ I-c,13 G w (e + a (“& - r.1) 

is fulfilled for all motions x@) Jt] = z@) It, t,, x*, v*J (1, < t < TJ I Obviously, 
Tao > t.. Regardless of the lemma, let us assume that ‘raO < 1’. As a consequence of 
the continuity of the function eo (t, 2, 6) and of the compactness of the sheaf of mo- 

tions z? Jt) = stir) ft, t,, I+. v*] , for i, 5 t < TV” we can find at least one motion 
(al x0 (,t] = sd”)]fY t,, x*, Y”] from this sheaf, for which the inclusion 

CT,O* $1 [z,“l} E w (e + c. (Tao - &I) 

is fulfilled. But, according to Lemma 4.1 (Lemma 4.2), for the position {zoo, 82) [.E,“I), 
where a0 (T=O, Z$cc) [Z,‘], 6) = &, < E + CL (Tao - 1, ), we can find 6 > 0, 7,O + 6 < 6 

such that for every t *E (ztro, ~~~ + S] there exists a motion x* (t) = Z* (t, ~~0, 

z~)[~~*], Pv) (z,” \r t < z,) (3.1) satisfying the inclusion 

(t.7 z* (GJ E W (a, + liza 0, - z,“)) (4.6) 

Here 6 > 0 can be chosen so as to fulfil further the condition 

Then from inclusion (4.6) follows the inclusion 

which contradicts the definition of re”. The contradiction obtained proves the lemma. 

Lemma 4.4, Let the game be regular in the sense of Condition 3, I. or 3.2 for the 

selected value of 6 > t lr, Then the set w (E) _is strongly f&stable for any value of 

e E. (0, B) l 
Pro0 f. We choose a position {t*, 2.1 E W ($1, h B t, <.6, E E (0, B), a number 

t* E (t+, 61 , and a measure v G {Y}. We presecribe a sequence of numbers ak > p 
(k = 1% 2, -.=), lim ok = 0 as f- L - cu. According to Lemma 4.3, for every number CQ 

we can find a motion pk’ It] = xtak) [t, t,, x,, V] (t. q t q t*) (4.4) (k = I J, . . .) 

satisfying the condition 
@*, ~@~‘It*l} E W (E + ak (t’ - 0 (4.7) 

From the sequence of motions iak) [t] = kak’ [t, t,, z*, V] (k = 1,2, ._.) we choose a 
subsequence converging uniformly to the motion x* ]t] = x* [I, t*, s,, Y] (t* < t < t*), 

being, obviously, the motion (4.1). But then, by virtue of (4. ‘7), {t*, Z* [t*]} E W (8) 
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follows for the motion a? ftt = z* It, t+, 5, Y] l The lemma is proved. 

By the symbol We we denote set I$’ (a) with E = 0 and we call it the program 
absorption set. From Lemma 4.4 and [l] we obtain the following result for set @‘, . 

Lemma 4.5. Let the game be regular in the sense of Condition 3.1 or 3.2 for 

the chosen value of 6 > to. Then the program absorption set W,, is strongly Z-stable. 

6. Sl,iC theotem8. The following statement is valid. 

Theorem 5.1, Let the initial position {to, z,,) belong to the program absorp- 
tion set w0 for some value of 6 > t, and let the game be regular in the sense of 
Condition 3.1 or 3.2. Then the strategy U” extremal to set w, solves Problem 1.1. 

The validity of Theorem 5.1 follows directly from Lemma 4.5 and from [2, 81; 
moreover, the strategy u” extremal to set W, is determined in the same way as in 

C2. 81. 
Let us state one sufficient condition for the game’s regularity in the sense of Condi- 

tion 3.1. 

Condition 5.1. We say that the game is strongly regular for some value of 
6 > to if the function f (t, 2, u, v) has continuous partial derivatives a/ / dzi (i = 

1 a) and if Problem 2.1 has the unique solution slf” (du, 0%) for any initial 

p&o; (t*, z*l, to < t, < 6, satisfying the condition &s(t*, a&, @) G!Z (9, fs), 
and here the point ni” E M nearest to the point Z”(a) = 2”(@, t*, &, %*) is 
unique. 

The following assertion is valid. 

Lemma 5.1. If Condition 5.1 is fulfilled for some value of 6 > tot the game 
is regular in the sense of Condition 3.1 for this value of 6. 

Lemma 5.1 can be proved by arguments analogous to those in [1 J. 
The following theorem is a corollary of Lemma 5.1 and Theorem 5.1. 

Theorem 5.2. Let the function f (t, z, u, v) (1.1) have continuous partial 

derivatives af / axi (i = 1, . . ., -n.) and let the position {t*, 2* }, t0 < t, < 6 
satisfy the condition e&t,, z*, n) E (0, p) for some value of 6 > to , while the 
control qtO (du, dg) solving Problem 2.1 for this position is unique and the point 

m* e MT nearest to the point ~~(6) = zr? (6, &, x*, QO), is unique. Then, if the 

initial position {to, 20) belongs to the program absorption set W,, the strategy U* 

extremal to set J%‘,,- solves Problem 1.1. 
The author thanks N, N. Krasovskii for statement of the problem and for valuable ad- 

vice. 
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UDC 62-50 

We consider problems of the optimal control of a linear system subject to ran- 
dom actions. We assume that the system’s phase coordinates are connected by 

nonconvex constraints which are necessarily also stochastic. We discuss deter- 
ministic problems equivalent to the stochastic ones mentioned. The unified 
approach to the problems formulated is based on the method for solving linear 

control systems, developed in [1] and modified in [2 - 41 for systems with con- 
straints. 

1, Let there be a control system 

dx / dt = A (t) x (t) + B (t) r~ (t) -t- 5 (t) (1.1) 

where X (t) is the n-dimensional phase coordinate vector, u is the r-dimensional con- 
trol vector, A (t), B (t) are known continuous matrices of appropriate dimension, E (t) 
is an n-dimensional vector-valued random process with specified probabilistic charac- 
teristics. The deterministic controls u (t) (elements u (-)) are chosen from a fixed 

weakly-compact convex set u of functions u (t) from the r-vector space ,&[t,, tp]. 
The control of the deterministic component 

(1.2) 

of the state vector 2 (t) of system (1.1) is effected by choosing u( .)E Li . 
Problem 1.1. Given an initial state z (&) = z@), a point da), a number 

a > 0, a continuous function Y (t) > 0 and an n-vector-valued function z”(t). From 
among ihe controls U( 0) E i.J find the u”(t) satisfying the condition tp’ - ta = min 
under the constraints 

Mp,IP (x (tp) - @))I < E 0.3) 

MpJQ (5 (t) - x’(t))1 > Y (t), t,Gtd tp (1.4) 

Here P, Q are known matrices of dimension p X n, q X n , respectively, PlbJ, 
p&z,] are nonnegative convex functions in the spaces R(p), R(q) (p, q < n), for 


